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Optimal Control of the Spine
System
The goal of this work is to present methodology to first evaluate the performance of an in
vivo spine system and then to synthesize optimal neuromuscular control for rehabilitation
interventions. This is achieved (1) by determining control system parameters such as
static feedback gains and delays from experimental data, (2) by synthesizing the optimal
feedback gains to attenuate the effect of disturbances to the system using modern control
theory, and (3) by evaluating the robustness of the optimized closed-loop system. We also
apply these methods to a postural control task, with two different control strategies, and
evaluate the robustness of the spine system with respect to longer latencies found in the
low back pain population. This framework could be used for rehabilitation design. To this
end, we discuss several future research needs necessary to implement our framework in
practice. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000955�
Introduction
Classic studies investigating spinal stability have documented

hat the critical load that the osteoligamentous spine �spine devoid
f muscles� can bear before buckling is approximately 90 N or 20
bs �1�. Given that the upper body mass exceeds this critical
hreshold, it can be shown that the in vivo human lumbar spine is
nstable. Therefore, some form of control must be applied to give
t stable behavior �2�. For any given task, there exist various con-
rol strategies that will ensure a stable spine. Consequently, the
entral nervous system �CNS� has some flexibility when choosing
suitable control scheme and may emphasize one that stresses

erformance over reducing metabolic costs or vice versa.
There is growing evidence that people with low back pain

LBP� have different control strategies than healthy individuals.
everal studies have reported higher levels of trunk muscle coac-

ivation associated with LBP �3–5�, which may reflect a protective
oping strategy. Recently, it has been shown that the introduction
f pain from hypertonic saline injection into paraspinal muscles
eads to altered muscle recruitment that is similar to that found in
BP �6�. Interestingly, when this painful stimulus was removed,
uscle recruitment did not return to its original state, suggesting

hat even following recovery, the CNS may be confined to a pro-
ective coping strategy.

To determine if protective trunk coactivation can result in a
unctional impairment, we recorded postural sway during a seated
alancing task �7�. This task emphasizes trunk muscle’s contribu-
ion during postural control. Results from the study suggested that
levated trunk muscle coactivation resulted in impaired postural
ontrol. One explanation for this impairment is that coactivation
esults in higher gains in feedback control �8�, which when
oupled with delays in feedback loops impairs postural control.
ertinent to this hypothesis, several studies have found longer
elays in reflex responses of trunk muscles in LBP patients com-
ared with healthy individuals �9–12�. Furthermore, postural con-
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trol experiments have shown that people with LBP have more
postural sway than healthy individuals �13,14�, and correlated in-
creased postural sway with longer trunk muscle reflex latencies
�15�. This evidence suggests that after a painful episode, individu-
als who continue with a protective coping strategy may be relying
on a nonoptimal control scheme, one that may predispose them to
re-injury and pain �16�.

Using concepts and controller synthesis techniques from mod-
ern control theory �17–19�, optimal control of the spine can be
designed and used to guide neuromuscular retraining. This can be
achieved by estimating and modeling force disturbances in
muscles and noise in sensory circuits �20–23�, and then designing
the closed-loop spine system to minimize the effect of such dis-
turbances by adjusting feedback gains �17�. In the process, feed-
back gains in a stable system can be optimized based on a
performance-cost function. In addition, it is also possible to assess
the robustness of the spine system to changes or uncertainty in the
parameters of the system.

The goal of this work is to present methodology to first evaluate
the performance of a spine system and then to synthesize optimal
neuromuscular control for rehabilitation interventions. This is
achieved �1� by determining control system parameters such as
static feedback gains and delays from experimental data, �2� by
synthesizing the optimal feedback gains to attenuate the effect of
disturbances to the system using modern control theory �17� and
numerically efficient convex optimization �or linear matrix in-
equalities �LMI�� techniques �18,19�, and �3� by evaluating the
robustness of the optimized closed-loop system. Given that this
paper represents a generic framework for rehabilitation design, we
plan to show how these methods could be applied to a postural
control task, with two different control strategies �aimed at mini-
mizing steady-state kinematic outputs and the control effort� and
with evaluating the robustness of the spine system with respect to
error in predicting trunk muscle reflex latencies.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly review
the postural task known as seated balancing, its model, and the
experimental setup described in detail in Ref. �24�. The sensory
noise and disturbance are also modeled. Section 3 introduces it-
erative optimization techniques for synthesizing way points of

fixed-structure controllers for some H2 performance-cost func-
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ions. In Sec. 4, an illustrative case study of a subject is conducted
nd improved performances are analyzed. The robustness of the
pine systems with respect to changes in time delays are discussed
n Sec. 5. Section 6 discusses the application of these methods to
BP rehabilitation, including current limitations in knowledge re-
uiring further research.

Standard notation is used throughout the paper. Let R denote
he set of real numbers. The positive definiteness �and semidefi-
iteness� of a matrix A is denoted by A�0 �and A�0, respec-
ively�. Other notation will be explained in due course.

The Unstable Seated Balance Task
In this paper, we consider postural control of a spine system

uring an unstable seated balance task. The seated balance task
mphasizes trunk muscles’ contribution in maintaining posture
nd thus provides a useful tool to evaluate trunk neuromuscular
ontrol. The feedback controller for the spine system consists of
ntrinsic properties of intervertebral joints �i.e., joint stiffness and
amping� and trunk muscles �i.e., short range muscle stiffness and
amping� and command signals from the CNS. Feedback control
rom intrinsic pathways is instantaneous, whereas feedback con-
rol from the CNS has inherent delays. These delays represent the
ime taken to sense a perturbation and respond with increased

uscle activation to counteract the disturbance. In the presence of
disturbance, some or all of these feedback pathways can be

tilized to provide the necessary and appropriate force to stabilize
he spine.

The lumped spine model during the unstable sitting is based on
he work of Reeves et al. �24�. Briefly, the seated balance system
an be described by two second-order equations representing the
quations of motion for the upper body mass �m1� and the lower
ody mass �m2� along with the torque actuator at L4/L5 represent-
ng muscle action, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The time series data
f upper body angle �1 and lower body �seat� angle �2 were col-
ected during the experiment using a motion capture system
Phoenix Technologies Inc., Burnaby, BC, Canada�. Subjects were
sked to lean against a cable attached to an electromagnet while
alancing on the seat. At a random time interval, the electromag-
et was deactivated, releasing the cable. Subjects’ postural re-
ponses, representing the movement of the upper and lower bod-
es, were recorded following the release. The motion was
onstrained to the coronal plane by placing the seat on a half-
ylindrical base. The goal of the task is to stabilize the posture so

˙ ˙

Force
Plate
CoP

Half-cylinder
Ø= 40cm

ig. 1 A subject balancing on an unstable seat. The upper
ody angle and angular velocity „�1, �̇1… and the lower body
seat… angle and angular velocity „�2, �̇2… were collected during
he experiment.
hat state variables �1 ,�1 ,�2 ,�2 become zero. Using the lumped
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model shown in Fig. 2, the equations of motion have been derived
based on Lagrangian mechanics �24�. The control input �neural
excitation� applied to the model is based on proportional feedback
gains for the four state variables passing through feedback delays,
reflecting nonintrinsic contributions to neuromuscular control. The
excitation-contraction �muscle actuator� dynamics �25� have been
included in the model. The resulting model is a time-delayed non-
linear system. Using the equations of motion, we have identified
subject specific control system parameters such as static feedback
gains and delays from his/her experimental data �24�. In particu-
lar, control system parameters have been identified using nonlin-
ear least-squares optimization to match model simulations to the
experimental data. We have noticed that the experimentally ob-
served state deviation is normally contained in a small neighbor-
hood of the origin. Hence, for the controller synthesis purpose, we
linearize the nonlinear dynamics and replace the time delays with
the finite-order Padé approximation, which provides us the linear
time-invariant �LTI� system.

We use the Padé approximation to replace time delays with
rational LTI models

P��s� =
��s�2 − 6��s� + 12

��s�2 + 6��s� + 12
� e−�s

Noise to each of sensory channels is modeled by the output of
a linear system driven by Gaussian white noise

ni�t� =�
−�

�

gi�t − ��ñi���d�, i = 1, . . . ,4

where ñi�t� is Gaussian white noise with a unit power spectral
density �PSD� �i.e., Sñi

���=1�. The Laplace transform of the im-
pulse response gi is given by

L�gi�t�� = Wni
�s� =

bi

ais + 1

The resulting PSD and the variance of ni�t� are, respectively,

Sni
��� = �Wni

�j���2Sñi
���

Fig. 2 The dynamic model of postural control during unstable
sitting
and
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�2 = E��ni�t��2	 =
1

2�
�

−�

�

�Wni
�j���2d�

here E denotes the expectation operator. We have chosen param-
ters as follows. The standard deviation � was adjusted to the
xperimentally evaluated motion perception threshold in Ref.
22�, �i.e., 3�=0.34 deg�. The PSD of the sensory noise was se-
ected as in Ref. �22�. Hence we obtain

Wni
�s� =

0.01

10s + 1
�1�

ndicating that most of the sensor noise energy is located at the
ow frequency range.

The torque disturbance is also obtained by filtering the unit

ig. 3 The trunk torque disturbance measured at the 5% of the
aximum voluntary effort and the associated power spectral

ensity
aussian white noise with a low-pass filter Wd�s� defined as

nd approximated delays �P��.

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Wd�s� =
0.1

0.05s + 1
�2�

The bandwidth of the low-pass filter in Eq. �2� was chosen to
match the PSD of the torque disturbance experimentally measured
�Fig. 3�. The resulting standard deviation of the torque disturbance
was chosen to match the trunk torque variability at the 5% of the
maximum voluntary effort documented in Ref. �21�. The detail of
the experiment protocol is illustrated in Ref. �21�.

3 Synthesis of the Optimal Controller
In this section, we present the design of optimal feedback gains

with respect to a performance-cost function for the unstable seated

Fig. 4 The block diagram of the spine system. Mm, Bm, Km, and
Tm are matrices defined in Eq. „3…. K is the feedback controller.
ECD is the excitation-contraction dynamics. ñi and d̃ are the
sensor noise and the disturbance input, respectively. Wni

and
Wd are the sensor noise dynamics and the disturbance dy-
namic, respectively. P� is the approximated delay.
balance task.
⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

m1l
2
1 + I1 m1l1r + m1l1l12

m1l1r + m1l1l12 (m1 + m2)r
2 + 2(m1 − m2)l12r + m1l

2
12 + m2l

2
2 + I2︷︷ ︸

=:Mm

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

θ̈1

θ̈2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

b −b

−b b

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Bm

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

θ̇1

θ̇2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ +

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

k − m1l1g −k

−k k − m1l12g + m2l2g

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Km

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

θ1

θ2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−1

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Tm

u �3�
The linearized spine model with respect to the origin is pro-
ided in Eq. �3� in which the parameters are defined, as shown in
ig. 2. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the block diagram of the closed-

oop spine system consists of the linearized lumped spine model,
feedback gain vector �K�, excitation-contraction dynamics

ECD�, sensor noise dynamics �Wni
�, disturbance dynamics �Wd�,
The closed-loop system in Fig. 4 can be viewed as a general-
ized plant P and a controller K in Fig. 5:

ẋ = Ax + Bww + Buu

z = Czx + Dzuu
y = Cyx
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u = Ky �4�

here x�Rn is the resulting state vector. wª �ñ1 ñ2 ñ3 ñ4 d̃�T

R5 is the disturbance. Since we use the sensor noise and distur-
ance dynamics, respectively, in Eqs. �1� and �2�, �ñi�t� � i
1, . . . ,4	 and d̃�t� are unit white noise random variables that
enerate the sensory noise and the torque disturbance. Hence, w is
white noise random vector with a unit covariance matrix satis-

ying

E�w�t�� = 0 � R5, E�w�t�wT�t − ��� = ����I5 � R5�5

here �� · � is the Dirac delta function and In denotes the identity
atrix of size n. We also define the pure performance output of

he closed-loop system by

x1:4 ª 

x1

x2

x3

x4

� = 

�1

�2

�̇1

�̇2

� � R4

�R is the feedback control input. zª �x1:4
T rue�T�R5 is the

erformance output including the error output x1:4 as well as the
eighted control effort ue �i.e., the output of the excitation-

ontraction dynamics model� by a factor r	0. y�R4 is the noisy
utput measurement of x1:4. A model of unstable seated balancing
ith a fixed-structure feedback controller reproduced experimen-

al data very well �24�. The static control gain vector K is given by

K ª �k1 k2 k3 k4 � � R1�4

he closed-loop system is then given by

�5�

The goal of the feedback control is to stabilize the spine system
o that �x1:4�→0 and to minimize the effect of the disturbance w.

Notice that we need to design a fixed-structure feedback con-
roller K �26–28� as compared with the standard optimal state �or
utput� feedback controller �17�. To obtain way points of control-
ers starting from the experimentally determined initial control
ains to the optimal control gains continuously, we are interested
n iterative optimization algorithms that provide monotonically
ecreasing performance-cost values. This will allow a clinician to
elect any set of gains from a way point look-up table as a target
or the rehabilitation. Now we introduce several such control syn-
hesis schemes.

In this paper, we mainly consider the H2 norm as our
erformance-cost function for the spine system. Assuming that K
n Eq. �5� ensures that Acl is stable in Eq. �5�, the H2 norm of the
ransfer function Tzw from the disturbance input w to the perfor-

P

K

wz

y u

ig. 5 The closed-loop system. P is the generalized plant and
is the controller.
ance output z is defined by

51004-4 / Vol. 132, MAY 2010
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�Tzw�2 ª 1

2�
�

−�

�

tr�Tzw�j��HTzw�j���d�

where TH denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix T. When the
system is driven by a unit white noise vector w as in Eq. �4�, the
value of �Tzw�2

2 is the asymptotic variance of the performance
channel output:

�Tzw�2
2 = lim

T→�
E� 1

T�0

T

z�t�Tz�t�dt� = lim
T→�

E� 1

T�0

T

�x1:4�t��2
2

+ r2�ue�t��2
2dt� �6�

Hence, the H2 norm provides a direct measure of the system
output energy. The weight factor r in Eq. �6� decides a trade-off
between the pure performance �i.e., �x1:4�2

2� and the muscle control
effort �i.e., �ue�2

2�. In general, the control effort can be reduced by
increasing the weight factor r at the expense of increasing the pure
performance-cost.

Now we introduce optimization techniques for synthesizing a
fixed-structure neuromuscular controller with respect to the H2
performance-cost. The problem of synthesizing an optimal fixed-
structure feedback controller K for the spine system in Eq. �4� can
be formulated as the optimization over a set of bilinear matrix
inequalities �BMIs�. However, the optimization over a set of
BMIs, which is nonconvex, is difficult to solve. On the other
hand, several local search optimization algorithms have been pro-
posed �26–28�. A straightforward local approach takes advantage
of the fact that, by fixing a set of the bilinearly coupled variables,
the BMI problem becomes a convex optimization problem in the
remaining variables and vice versa. The algorithm then iterates
among two LMI optimization problems. In each LMI problem, a
set of bilinearly coupled variables is kept constant and the mini-
mum is searched among their bilinear conjugates. This coordinate
descent algorithm is effective and guarantees that the synthesized
controller improves the performance as the number of iterations
increases. However, it does not guarantee that it converges to a
locally optimal solution for the originally formulated BMI prob-
lem. The recently developed PENBMI �29�, which is a program
package for solving optimization problems with quadratic objec-
tive and BMI constraints, guarantees the convergence to a critical
point satisfying first-order Karush–Kuhn–Tucker �KKT� optimal-
ity conditions. However, the PENBMI package returns the optimal
controller and cannot generate way points of controllers. The fol-
lowing gradient method with a smaller step size can also find a
critical point.

The next theorem gives the gradient of the H2 cost function
J�K�ª �Tzw�K��2

2 �30�.
THEOREM 1. Let K be a stabilizing controller. Then the partial

differential of J�K� with respect to Kpq is given as follows:

�J�K�
�Kpq

= 2 tr�MY�

M ª �GBu + Cz
TDzu + Cy

TKTDzu
T Dzu�EpqCy �7�

where Epqª�K /�Kpq, i.e., Epq is the matrix such that �p ,q�th
element is equal to 1 and the others are equal to 0, and G and Y
are the solutions of the Lyapunov equations

Acl
T G + GAcl + Ccl

T Ccl = 0
and
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AclY + YAcl
T + BwBw

T = 0

espectively.
Using Eq. �7�, the �p ,q�th element of a descent direction 
K

an be easily obtained as


Kpq ª − 2 tr�MY� �8�
hen, a gradient method for the H2 control problem can be sum-
arized as follows �30�.

1. �Initial K�: The initial controller is extracted from the indi-
vidual. Set K1 to the initial point. Also set j=1.

2. Get Gj and Y j, which are the solutions of

Acl
jTGj + GjAcl

j + Ccl
jTCcl

j = 0

and

Acl
j Y j + Y jAcl

jT + Bw
j Bw

jT = 0

respectively, where

Acl
j = A + BuKjCy, Ccl

j = Cz + DzuKjCy

3. Calculate the partial derivative of J�K� with respect to Kpq

via Eq. �7� and define the descent direction 
K via Eq. �8�.
If 
K is a zero matrix, then the optimized gain Kopt=Kj.
Otherwise, go to the next step.

4. Let Kj+1=Kj +� j
K, where 0�� j ��̄ is a step size with an
upper bound �̄, which is the solution of

min
�

�Tzw�Kj + �
K��2

Let j= j+1 and go to step 2.

The H2 performance norm condition alone may deteriorate the
ransient response of the closed-loop spine system. We can shape
he transient response of the system by placing the poles at a
egion in the complex domain. Theorem 2 in Ref. �31� can be used
o place the closed-loop poles into a predefined region in order to
btain satisfactory transient response.

An Illustrative Case Study
In this section, the proposed approach is applied to design the

ptimal neuromuscular controllers for an individual. Identified pa-
ameters were used to build the mathematical model of the spine

able 1 Experimentally determined „K0… and optimized control
ains „Kopt1, Kopt2…

0 �109.9 33.6 61.3 53.8�
opt1�r=0.001� �117.9 37.6 61.2 48.7�
opt2�r=0.5� �88.6 28.6 24.5 13.3�

Table 2 H2 norms for the balancer

r=0.001 r=0.5

Tzw�2 Initial 0.032333 0.28392
Optimal 0.032048 0.24313

Improvement 0.88% 14.37%

Txw�2 Initial 0.032329 0.032329
Optimal 0.032043 0.045506

Improvement 0.88% 40.76%

Tuw�2 Initial 0.56415 0.56415
Optimal 0.58429 0.47766

Improvement 3.57% 15.33%
ystem for the individual. Neuromuscular controllers were synthe-

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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sized using the linearized spine system with approximated delays
introduced in Sec. 2, while simulation results of the spine systems
with synthesized controllers were obtained using the exact nonlin-
ear spine system with delays. However, there was no noticeable
difference between simulation results of exact and linearized sys-
tems.

Table 1 shows the identified original feedback gains along with
the H2 optimized control gains for the subject using the above
mentioned gradient method. The optimization time is less than 1 h
making it appropriate for clinical treatment. The exactly same
results were obtained by solving the optimization problem via
PENBMI. Table 2 lists H2 norms of the following transfer func-
tions:

�a� Tzw: from the input w to the total performance output z
�b� Txw: from the input w to the pure performance output

x1:4= �x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4�T

�c� Tuw: from the input w to the control effort ue of the spine
systems with experimentally determined initial gains and
optimized control gains

Recall that the H2 norm of a transfer function is equivalent to
the standard deviation of the steady-state output variable in our
case.

In this section, we use the percentage improvement defined by
the following formula:

improvement ª
initial value − updated value

initial value
� 100%

Improvements in H2 norms of Tzw, Txw, and Tuw are summarized
in Table 2 under two different values for r defined in Eq. �6�.

The simulated time responses using the optimized gains were
compared with those using original gains. Let K0, Kopt1, and Kopt2
denote, respectively, the experimentally determined initial control-
ler, the H2 controller optimized for r=0.001, and another H2 con-
troller optimized for r=0.5. The trajectories of states x1:4

= ��1 ,�2 , �̇1 , �̇2�T and the corresponding control effort ue under
different controllers �K0, Kopt1, and Kopt2� are illustrated, respec-
tively, in Figs. 6 and 7.

In the case of r=0.001, the pure performance cost decreased
slightly by 0.88% while the control effort cost increased by
3.57%. Hence, the pure performance was improved slightly at the
expense of the control effort. Figure 8 shows the way points of
optimized controller gains and their associated performance-cost
values with respect to the number of iterations during the H2

Fig. 6 Trajectories „�1 ,�2 , �̇1 , �̇2… from simulation studies with
original gains „dotted lines…, with H2 gains and r=0.001
„dashed lines…, and with H2 gains and r=0.5 „solid lines…
optimization. Converged controller gains are listed in Table 1.

MAY 2010, Vol. 132 / 051004-5
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Considering the small improvement �0.88%� and small changes
between experimentally determined initial and optimized gains,
we can infer that the subject may have optimized his gains accord-
ing to this H2 cost function under r=0.001 defined in Eq. �6�. In
this case �r=0.001�, the trajectories of states are represented by
dashed lines in Fig. 6. The transient behavior of this spine system
was similar to that of the initial system �in dotted lines�. The
increased variance of the control effort �in a dashed line� as com-
pared with that of the original control effort �in a dotted line� can
be observed in Fig. 7.

In the case of r=0.5, the control effort decreased significantly
by 15.33% while the pure performance was impaired by 40.76%.
Hence, the control effort cost was significantly improved at the
expense of the pure performance-cost. In Fig. 9, it is straightfor-
ward to see that this optimization cost function decreased each of
controller gains in order to save the control effort. Way points of
optimized controller gains and their associated performance-cost
values are also presented in Fig. 9. In this case �r=0.5�, the tra-
jectories of states are represented by the solid lines in Fig. 6. The
transient behavior of this spine system was deteriorated as com-
pared with that of the initial system �in dotted lines� in order to
save control energy. The decreased variance of the control effort
�in a solid line� as compared with that of the original control effort
�in a dotted line� can be seen in Fig. 7.

optimized gains and their associated H2 norms
ig. 7 Control efforts from simulation studies with original
ains „dotted line…, with H2 gains and r=0.001 „dashed line…,
nd with H gains and r=0.5 „solid line…
Fig. 8 Optimal control with r=0.001: way points of
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The Robust Controllers
The spine system has to be modeled correctly and its param-

ters have to be estimated precisely. However, in practice, the
btained model and identified parameters are subject to modeling
nd estimation errors. For instance, in our seated balance task not
ll trunk rotation occurs in the lumbar region. Moreover, the pa-
ameters of the spine system can vary slightly in time, depending
n the physiological conditions of the subject. Therefore, it is
mportant to design robust controllers with respect to changes and
ncertainty in the mathematical model of the actual spine system.

In this section, we investigate this issue of robustness by con-
idering the following two scenarios. We consider the H2 control-
ers with r=0.001 and r=0.5 for the estimated time delay �
0.01 s.

• Scenario 1: The true time delay was �1=0.0175 s, which
was used to simulate the three nonlinear spine systems with
K0, Kopt1, and Kopt2, as shown in Fig. 10. In this scenario,
the spine system with Kopt1 became unstable while the other
systems with K0 and Kopt2 were stable with respect to the
equilibrium point.

• Scenario 2: The true time delay was �2=0.02 s, which was
used to simulate the three spine systems with K0, Kopt1, and

Fig. 9 Optimal control with r=0.5: way points o
versus the number of iterations
Kopt2, as shown in Fig. 11. In this scenario, the systems with

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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K0 and Kopt1 became unstable while the system with Kopt2
was stable with respect to the equilibrium point.

In this simulation study, we can clearly see that the systems
with K0 and Kopt1 that are highly optimized for the pure perfor-
mance and so have rather aggressive high gains are very fragile
and, therefore, are not robust with respect to changes in time
delays. The mild control effort by Kopt2 seems to make the spine
system robust with respect to uncertain time delays. In classical
control, it is well known that the combination of a high loop gain
and long latencies of reflexes is prone to instability. This detri-
mental combination has been addressed in the context of sensory
feedback in postural control �32,33�. The spine systems with ag-
gressive gains K0 and Kopt1 are not robust and so K0 and Kopt1 are
not recommendable for the patient. Perhaps, a rehabilitation
therapy based on Kopt2 is more appropriate for the patient.

This observation suggests the use of the robust control ap-
proach �17� to cope with uncertainty and time varying properties
in the spine system.

6 Discussion
Using modern control theory, this paper presented methodology

to evaluate the performance of a spine system and to synthesize

ptimized gains and their associated H2 norms
f o
optimal neuromuscular control. The robustness of the closed-loop
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ystem with respect to time delays was analyzed. For a given
pecific task and a performance measure, we demonstrated how to
ynthesize way points of neuromuscular control gains, which can
e used in rehabilitation planning. Specifically, we demonstrated
he following.

• A performance-cost function can be designed to improve the
performance of the spine system with respect to a critical
task.

• Optimal gains for the chosen performance-cost function can
be synthesized.

• A performance-cost function has to be designed to make the
closed-loop system robust with respect to uncertainty in the
spine model.

To improve our method further, we have to introduce �1� opti-
ized parameter estimation techniques that minimize the estima-

ion error and �2� the robust control �17� approach to cope with
ncertainty and time varying properties in the spine system.

As mentioned earlier, the synthesized optimal gains could per-
aps be used in the future for planning and guiding a low back
ehabilitation program. H2 controller synthesis techniques intro-
uced in Sec. 3 such as the gradient method produce way points

ig. 10 The case of the true time delay �1=0.0175 s: trajecto-
ies „�1 ,�2 , �̇1 , �̇2… from simulation studies with original gains
dotted lines…, with H2 gains and r=0.001 „dashed lines…, and
ith H2 gains and r=0.5 „solid lines…

ig. 11 The case of the true time delay �2=0.02 s: Trajectories
�1 ,�2 , �̇1 , �̇2… from simulation studies with original gains „dot-
ed lines…, with H2 gains and r=0.001 „dashed lines…, and with
2 gains and r=0.5 „solid lines…

51004-8 / Vol. 132, MAY 2010
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of control gains and their associated performance-cost values.
Way points of H2 control gains for the individual have been gen-
erated at each iteration step as a byproduct of the gradient method,
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The set of identified control gains from
the experiment was used as an initial point for the optimization.
The overall performance-cost value �Tzw�2 �H2 norm from w to z�
for each of the way points decreases monotonically as the number
of iterations increases �Figs. 8 and 9�. Provided that the control
gains of a patient can be modified using a similar method as in
Refs. �34,35�, way points of control gains from the initial point to
the optimized final point �e.g., Figs. 8 and 9� can serve as a
patient-specific table, which can be greatly exploited in rehabili-
tation. Thus an example of rehabilitation planning process would
be as follows.

1. Choose a patient-specific critical task for which the spine
system is to be optimized. In our example, the seated bal-
ance task was chosen.

2. Obtain the mathematical model of the critical task.
3. Collect experimental data for this critical task.
4. Measure the patient-specific anthropometric parameters and

estimate control system parameters, such as initial neuro-
muscular control gains and time delays from the experimen-
tal data.

5. Choose a performance-cost function to be optimized and the
necessary specifications �in time and/or frequency domain�
by carefully considering patient’s clinical presentation and
the corresponding rehabilitation goals.

6. Generate the patient-specific control gain look-up table that
consists of way points of the optimized control gains and
their associated performance-cost values for the chosen
performance-cost function in step 4 �e.g., Figs. 8 and 9�.

7. Select target control gains from the patient-specific control
gain look-up table considering associated performance-cost
values.

8. Perform simulation study to evaluate the robustness of the
closed-loop system with respect to uncertain parameters in
the spine model. If the target control gains do not meet the
robustness criterion, go to either step 4 or step 6 to select
another set of target control gains.

9. Transform the patient’s current control gains to the target
control gains following a similar method as in Refs. �34,35�.
During this step, the different target control gains can be
selected �as in step 6� depending on the progress of rehabili-
tation. The goal of this final step is for the patient to attain
the chosen target control gains at the end of the rehabilita-
tion period.

These rehabilitation planning steps are summarized in the flow-
chart in Fig. 12. The basic principle of this approach is that gain
adjustment comes from the central nervous system, which can be
modified through rehabilitation and training. It should be also
pointed out that the proposed rehabilitation approach is general
and so can be applied to other neuromuscular and motor control
impairments.

To implement the above framework, we need to develop reha-
bilitation modalities that are able to transform patient’s current
control gains to the target control gains that were synthesized
using the presented method. Burdet and co-workers �34,35� used a
robotic manipuladum with varying force fields to demonstrate that
such a gain transformation is possible in the control of the upper
extremity. Therefore, it is likely that control gains can be also
modified in the trunk. However, a number of unknowns, specific
to the spine and LBP, require extensive future research. We cur-
rently do not know what critical tasks should be optimized for the
best rehabilitation results. We selected the seated balance exercise
as an example because it emphasizes trunk muscles’ contribution
to postural control. Furthermore, patients with LBP perform sig-
nificantly worse than healthy individuals in this task �15�. How-

ever, other tasks might be equally or more effective. Perhaps these
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ritical tasks should be patient specific and selected considering
atient’s occupation and activities of daily living.

Clinical guidelines regarding the selection of performance-cost
unctions to be optimized during the rehabilitation process need to
e established. A performance-cost function, that best represents
he goal of rehabilitation regarding transient or steady-state behav-
ors, has to be determined among different functions such as H2
nd H� norms �17�. Most likely multiobjective �or mixed�
erformance-cost functions �31� in the rehabilitation program will
e required depending on the specific diagnoses. Furthermore, in
hoosing a performance-cost function in our case, the weight fac-
or r on the control effort in Eq. �6� should be carefully selected
ased on the performance requirements and the patient’s clinical
resentation. For instance, in younger, more athletic patients with
hort neuromuscular delays, control can be more aggressive. In
his patient population, there will be less concern with robustness
ssues from the combination of high feedback gains and delays,
ince delays are short. Whereas in an elderly patient with longer
elays and diminished endurance, aggressive control could be
roblematic. Therefore, a high value for r can be chosen for an
lderly patient to minimize the control effort at the cost of the
ure performance with respect to the critical task. As discussed in
ec. 5, a good trade-off point between the pure performance and

he control effort has to be chosen to make the closed-loop system
fficient and robust with respect to the uncertain model param-
ters.

Finally, correct recommendations for the selection of specific
arget control gains must be formulated. Is it better to exercise
atients with the final optimized gains as a target or to guide them
y changing the gains slowly along the synthesized way points?
he answers to these questions will require extensive future work

hat consists of a mixture of experimental and clinical trial re-
earch. Given the limited knowledge of clinicians in the area of
odeling, an autonomous system may have to be developed.

Patient

Parameter
estimation

Controller
synthesis

Target controller
selection

Simulation study

Robustness
criterion

Modeling

Cost function

Experiment

Personal
data

Initial gains
& delays

Control
gain table

Yes

No

Rehabilitaion

Medical
condition

End

Fig. 12 The flowchart of the proposed rehabilitation planning
hile the practical implementation of the presented rehabilitation

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering

aded 25 Mar 2010 to 35.9.134.245. Redistribution subject to ASME
program might still be some time away, the goal of this paper was
to present a conceptual framework and to stimulate the necessary
research in this area.
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